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1Sets, Relations and Functions

ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICAL
METHODS IN ECONOMICS

Mathematics has been used in the analysis and
understanding economic theory. With the basic
mathematical language, ideas in economics can be well
understood. Identifying and formally defining
relationship among primary factors is the first
requirement in decision problems, which use
mathematical tools. An equation or a set of equations
explains these relationships which help the decision-
maker in understanding complex economic problems.
In this chapter, we will discuss the basic ideas of set,
relations and functions.

WHAT IS A SET?
A set is a well defined collection of objects. The

elements of a set can be anything: numbers, people,
letters of the alphabet and so on. For example, a set of
odd numbers (1, 3, 5, 7, 9,…) or a set of alphabets
(a, b, c, d, …). A set can have limited as well as unlimited
number of entries. Curly bracket is used to write sets
with their elements listed in between. For example, a
set of even numbers will be written as
(2, 4, 6, 8,…). The dots in the example at the end
indicates that the set has unlimited or infinity entries.

There are two different ways to specify a set:
(i) roster method, and (ii) descriptive or set builder
method.

For example, if 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 is a set of different
product manufactured by a company, by roster method
this can be mentioned as:

P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

In the descriptive method, the rule or condition on
the basis of which the elements have been considered
as a set is mentioned in curly brackets. So, the set can
be mentioned as:

P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are products manufactured by
the company}.
Elements of a Set

An element or a member is an entry in a set. Thus,
7 is an element of a set of even numbers. Elements of a
set can be written in any order. The elements of a set
are mentioned in small letters (a, e, i, o, u), while sets
are written in capital letters (P, Q, R, S,...).

Thus, if a is an element and A is a set, it can be
written as a  A. It implies that a belongs to A. If x is
not an element of set X, it can be mentioned as x X. It
means that x does not belong to X. A set without any
element is called an empty set. It is mentioned by the
Greek letter phi . Sets can also be elements of a set. In
this case, elements are written capital letters
A = {X, Y, Z,…}. A is a set of sets X, Y, Z,…

Some Basic Features of Sets

(i) Equal sets: If two sets have the same elements,
they are equal sets. For example,
X = {4,5,6,7} and Y = {4,5,6,7}, they are equal
sets. It is mentioned as X = Y.

(ii) Subset: If the elements of a set X are parts of
a set Y, X is a subset of Y. For example,
X = {4,5,6,7} and Y = {4,5,6,7, 8, 9, 10}. It
will be written as X Y  or Y X . This implies
every element of X is also an element of Y. It
also means X is part of Y, or Y includes X, or
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X is included in Y, or Y is a superset of X. A
set can be subset of itself. Graphically, a sub-
set can be illustrated as given below.

X

Y

In this figure, X is entirely within Y, or X  Y. This
type of diagram is called Venn diagram.

When two sets (X and Y) have nothing in common,
they are written as X  Y or Y X. Graphically, it can
be presented as given below.

YX

In this figure, X and Y have nothing in common.
This is specified as X Y = .

(iii) Proper subset: If X = {4,5,6,7} and
Y = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, X is a proper subset
of Y. It implies that X Y, but X Y. Here,
X has four elements and Y has seven and
8 Y, but 8 X.

(iv) Empty subset: Set without any element is
called empty set. It is mentioned by . The
empty set or null set is written as = { }.

(v) Power set of a set: Power set is the set of all
subsets. For example, if A

1 
= {a, b}, A

2

= (a,  c) and A
3
 = {b, c}, the power set of

A = {(a, b); (a, c); (b, c).}. It is mentioned as
P(A) = {X:X  A).
If X and Y are two sets,

(i) X = Y, if and only X Y and Y X
(ii) X X and Y

(iii) X P(X) and P(X)
(iv) P() = {}. Here P() is not empty, it has an

element .
A set can have many possible subsets. If X = {a, b,

c, d, e, f }
The possible subsets are:
(i) X0 = {a, b, c, d, e, f}

(ii) X10 = {a, b}, X12 = {b, c}, X15 = {d, e}, X20

= {e, f }, X21 = {a, f}, X27 = {b, e}
(iii) X31 = {a , b , c}, X37 = {c, d, e}, X39

= {d,e, f }, X45 = {a, e, f }, X49 = {a, e, f}
(iv) X51 = {a, b, c, d}, X57 = {b, c, d, e}, X59

= {a, d, e, f}, X61 = {a, b, e, f}, X69 = {a, c, e},
(v)  = { }.

A set with five elements will have 32 subsets as 25.
If a set has n elements, a total of 2n subsets can be
formed.

Operations on Sets

Universal set is a union of some sets. The union of
sets X, Y, Z can be written as

H = {X, Y, Z}.
Union of sets: The union of set is denoted by .
(i) The union of sets X and Y is written as X Y

= {a  X or a Y}. a is the element of at least
of X and Y. The union of sets X and Y is the
set including all elements that belong to X and
Y.

(ii) The union of set X of sets is mentioned as X
= {a H: X X a X}. a is the at least one
element of X. implies “there exists”.

Example 1:
X = {a, b, c, d, e, f}
Y = {e, f, g, h}
X Y = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}.
When sets are united, the common elements are

mentioned once only.
Example 2:
X = {all products export by India}
Y = {all products import by Pakistan}
X Y = {all products export by India and all

products import by Pakistan}.
Intersection of Sets: The intersection of set is

denoted by .
(i) The intersection of sets X and Y is written as

X Y = {a H: a X and a X}. a is the
common element of both the sets.

(ii) The intersection of a set X is written as 
X = {a H: XX and a X}. a belongs to all

elements of X. implies “for all”.
Example 3:
X = {a, b, c, d, e, f}
Y = {e, f, g, h, i, j}
X  Y = {e, f}.
In intersection of sets, the common elements are

mentioned once only.
Example 4:
X = {all electronics products produced by

Samsung}
Y = {Washing machines produced by Samsung}
X  Y = {Washing machines produced by

Samsung}.
Example 5:
X = {a, b, c, d, e}
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Y = {g, h, k, l, m}
X  Y = 
This is because they have nothing in common.
Disjoint sets: If X and Y have no common elements

X  Y = , they are called disjoint sets.
Complement of a set: In a universal set (say ),

there are sets (say X, X’ and Xc). Here the complement
of set X is sets X’ and Xc. This is mentioned as X’
= {a  / a  X}.

Difference of sets: It is denoted by “/” or “–”.
(i) The difference of sets X and Y is presented as

X/Y = {a H: a  X and a  Y}.
X/Y is also the complement if Y with regard
to X.

(ii) H/Y is the complement of Y and is denoted by
Yc = {a  H: a  Y}.

Commutativity, associativity and distributivity
(i) The union and intersection of sets are

commutative and associative operations:
X  Y = Y X,     (X Y) Z = X (Y Z)
X Y = Y X,  (X Y) Z = X (Y Z)

(ii) The union is distributive with regard to the
intersection and the intersection is distributive
with regard to the union:
 X (Y Z) = (X Y)  (X Z)
X (Y Z) = (X Y) (X Z)

De Morgan’s laws
(i) Z/(X Y) = (Z/X) (Z/Y)

Z/(X Y) = (Z/X) (Z/Y)
(ii) Z/(X) =  {Z/X: X X)

Z/(X) = {Z/X: XX)

Ordered Pairs and Cartesian Product of Sets

Ordered pairs: Ordered pair is the set of two
separate elements of two sets. For example, A = (a1, a2,
a3… an) is the weight of staff members in a company
and B = (b1, b2, b3… bn) is the age of the staff. Thus,
(a1, b1) has the pair of two elements weight and age. If
we replace them with number (say a1 = 60 and b1 = 29),
the pair will be (60, 29).

If a and b are some objects (say any elements of
the basic set H), the ordered pair is presented as (a, b)
={{a},{a,b}}. a and b are the first and second
components of the ordered pair. If a = b, it will be
(a, a) = {{a}}.

Cartesian product of sets: If the ordered pair
(60, 29) is changed to (29, 60), there will be a different
order. The elements of the sets A and B will differ
according to a changed ordering. Thus, the set H of all

ordered pairs {a, b} where a  A and b  B called the
Cartesian product of A and B. The Cartesian product is
written as:

A × B = {(a, b)| a A and b B)
Example:
If A = {1, 2, 3} and B = {a, b}, then
H = {(1, a); (2, a); (3, a); (1, b); (2, b); (3, b)}.
Thus,
(i) (a, b) = (x, y) if a = x and b = y.

(ii) The ordered n-tuples (x1, x2, …., xn) and the
Cartesian product X1 × X2 ×…… × Xn

(n N +, n > 2) can be defined in a similar
way.

(iii) X × X = X2, and similarly Xn will be

X X ... X.
n

  

RELATIONS

A relation is a set of ordered pairs. It is also defined
as any subset of a Cartesian product of sets. If A and B
are sets and  is a relation from A and B, it is written as
A × B. If A × A, it means is a relation in A.

If (a, b) , it is written as a b.
Example: Let X = {2, 4, 8} and Y = {3, 6, 9}. If S

is the Cartesian product of X and Y,
S = {(2, 3);(2, 6);(2, 9);(4, 3);(4, 6);(4, 9);(8, 3);

(8, 6);(8, 9)}.
To get the relation from S, one of the following

conditions can be imposed:
(i) x < y

(ii) (x + y) > 15
(iii) (x + y) is an exact multiple of 5
For these three cases, the relations are:
(i) (2, 3); (2, 6); (2, 9); (4, 6); (4, 9).

(ii) (8, 9)
(iii) (4, 6)
Examples:
(i) The relation of “less” in

R 
1
= {(a, b)  R × R : a < b},

Thus, (a, b)  4
 
R × R if b – a is a positive

number.
(ii) The relation of “greater or equal” in

R = {(a, b) R × R: a – b},
Thus, (a, b)  

5
 R × R if a – b is a positive

number.
(iii) The relation between the elements of the set

0R  of all positive numbers and the elements

of the set T of all triangles of the plane.


3
 = {(t, x) T × 0R  : the area of the triangle

t is x}.
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(iv) The relation between the elements of the T of
all lines of the plane and the elements of the
set C of all circles of the plane and, 

3 
= {(c, l)

 C × L: l is triangle of c}.

Domain and Range of Relations

If A and B are sets and  is a relation from A to B
( A × B)

The domain of  will be D() : = {a  A :  b 
(a, b)}.

The range of  will be R() : = {b  B : a 
A(a, b) }.

Properties of Relations

Suppose A is a set and  is a relation in A
( A2). We are talking about a subset of a Cartesian
product of set A with itself.

(i) Reflexivity

 is reflexive if a  A(a, a). (means
“for all”).

(ii) Irreflexivity

 is irreflexive if a A(a, a)
(iii) Symmetry

 is symmetric if  (a, b)(b, a) , (a, b)
 implies (b, a).

(iv) Antisymmetry
 is antisymmetric if ((a, b) and (b, a) )
shows a = b.

(v) Transitivity
 is transitive if ((a, b) and (b, c)) shows
(a, c).

Special Relations

Suppose A is a nonempty set and  is a relation in
A( A2) . We are talking about a subset of a Cartesian
product of set A with itself.

(i) Equivalence relation:  will be in an
equivalence relation if it is reflexive,
symmetric and transitive.

(ii) Order relation: will be in an order relation
if it is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive.
 is a total (linear) order relation if for each
(a, b) A2 (a, b)  or (b, a) is satisfied;
If it is not,  will be a partial order relation.

Inverse relation: Suppose A and B are sets and  is
a relation from A and B.

The inverse of  (mentioned as –1) is presented as
–1 = {(b, a) B × A : (a, b)}

Classification of sets: If A is a nonempty set. A set
X (of subsets of A) is called a classification of A if the
properties given below are satisfied:

(i) X  X. X is nonempty subset of A.
(ii) (X, Y X and X  Y) means X  Y = 

(iii) X = A.
The elements of X are the classes of the

classification.
Equivalence classes: Suppose A is a nonempty set

and  is an equivalence relation in A. Here for each a 
A, the equivalence relation is defined as Xa : =
{b  A : (a, b)  } P(A). Xa is the equivalence class
of a.

FUNCTIONS

Function is rule of associating an element of one
set with an element of another set. If the relation exists
such that for each value of x  there exists one
corresponding value of y, then y is said to be a function
of x. Suppose y = (x)2, then for the value of x = 2, then
y = 4. However, in ordered pair such a function is not
always possible.

For example, if X = {1, 2, 8} and Y = {3, 6, 9}, in
subsets, the single value of 8 will be associated with 3,
6, and 9. So it is not always possible to determine the
value of y.

If y is said to be a function of x, it is denoted as
y = f(x).

A function is also called a transformation. It is
denoted by f : X  Y, x  X and y  Y.

Suppose X and Y are two sets, a relation f 
X × Y is referred to as a function from X to Y if  (i) D
(f ) = X, and (ii) the set has exactly one element.

In a function y = f(x), x is called the argument of
the function or independent variable and y is called the
value of the function or dependent variable.

Variable: A variable is a representation of a
number, which may take different numerical values in
mathematics. A variable can assume various values. The
magnitude of variables varies. They are thus represented
by symbols instead of specific numbers. In applied
mathematics, a variable is represented by the first letter
of its name. For example, d for demand, q for quantity,
p for price and s for sales and savings.

Variables can be categorized in various ways. A
variable can be discrete (countable with numbers – 100
machines or 1000 employees) or continuous
(measurable as 20 degree centigrade temperature or 2
feet and 2 inches height).
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